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This HTML5 document contains 16 built-in RDF operators that are represented using HTML-Microdata notation. Built-in RDF content will be recognized by any HTML5 Microdata processor. The prefix Namespace IRI scheme n2 n5 . rdf n4 xsdh Subject n2: rdf:type schema:TechArticle schema:APIReference schema:name 15.3.5.'
S'L:copyrightHolder:::::Scheme vb82916:datePublished 2016-09-09 16:16:54 scheme:headline 15.3.5. database, RDBMS, relational, S'L, RDF, triple shop, Related data related open data,Big Data Scheme:License n5:en_US scheme:publisher:vb82915 diagram:url n2: Item No:vb82915 rdf:type schema:Organization
scheme:Organization:name OpenLink Software schema:url n4:this Subject Item:vb82916 rdf:type schema:Organization schema:name OpenLink Software schema:url n4:This HTML document contains 16 embedded rdF operators Built-in RDF content will be recognized by any processor (X)HTML-RDFa. Prefix Namespace URI
xmlns:schema xmlns:n2 xmlns:n5 . xmlns:rdf xmlns:n4 xmlns:xsdh Predicate Subject n2: rdf:type schema:TechArticle n2: rdf:type schema:APIReference n2: diagram:name 15.3.5.Using XPATH in request S'L procedures and procedures n2: schema:copyrightHolder:vb82916 n2: schema:datePublished 2016-09-09 16:16:54 n2:
diagram:headline 15.3.5. diagram: OpenLink keywords, Virtuoso, database, RDBMS, relational, S'L, RDF, Triple store-related data related open data, Big Data n2: diagram:license n5:en_US n2: diagram:publisher:vb82915 n2: schema:url n2: rdf:type of scheme:Organization:vb82915 scheme:name OpenLink Software:vb82915 diagram:url
n4:this:vb82916 rdf:type schema:Organization:vb82916 scheme:name OpenLink Software::vb82916 scheme :url n4: this I do not always request XML, but when I do; I drink dos equis - Dan Sorensen. This is the first tutorial in the full series on XPath/X-Cuery.  The master post for this series can be found here. Like it or not, XML is
everywhere in the S'L server. It doesn't matter if you have to deal with XML as a DBA, but when.  Take a look at the sys.dm_os_ring_buffers.  This little gem keeps you rich in knowledge of what happens to your server's memory.  If you run select a statement against this dmv however you will find that all really useful information is stored
in the XML document. XML also pops up in query plans, deadlock schedules, extended events, and a growing number of other areas in the S'L server that are critical to database administrators. Grant Fritchey wrote an excellent article last year on navigating the XML message provided by the dmv buffer ring. After completing my step-by-
step I encourage you to use XPath to change, expand, and build on what he has written. The key to learning something is to put it into practice. Navigating XML with XPath While some people mistakenly use the two terms interchangeable XPath is actually a subset of X-citings. X-Kvery implements XPath; but each of them remains its own
standard. In addition, Microsoft does not implement 100% of any of the standards in the S'L server. The XPath and X-Cueri you'll find in the S'L server is a partial feature set defined in the X'y 1.0 and XPath 2.0 W3C standards. (see link to the full MS support document) XPath is used to navigate the XML document and can return a
sequence of values contained in the element (s) identified along the way. X-Kueri can use XPath, but also provides a lot more of its own features, such as loop and re-order. It's important to know the difference because, although not as powerful, the XPath is only much more fulfilling. I'll tackle the broader theme of X'query in my next post.
I'm a fantasy baseball geek so I wrote a simple baseball related XML document to use as an example. Careful explanations abound on the Internet if you need retraining on what makes the document valid XML. THE @X XML SET @x 'lt'gt; the position of Evan Longoria The team is a team of zlt.gt; Cliffs 530/slg/slg/player/player Giants
SELECT @x.query ('fantasy/player/team') is @x an XML data type variable that has been installed to store my sample documents. The favorite statement uses the @x request method, which is one of the different methods available to the XML data type in TS'L. The fantasy/player/team line transmitted to the query method is a simple
XPath statement. You'll run the request, and you'll get: Beams, it's usually the easiest thing to read XPath's statement from right to left. Stepping through the statement above, we say: give me all the elements of the team that The kid player elements that are children of fantasy root It reads just like a folder system or URI. If you're reading it
from right to left, just don't forget that it should eventually find its way back to the root node (or at least level one knot if the xml document isn't very well formed). The XPath lingo every stretch of the path forward slash is called a step. To dive further into the XPath lingo, each of the above steps complete the test node. Hint: The presenter's
slash indication is optional, the request will work anyway. However, the back slash will cause an error - it makes the request think that the step is missing. SELECT @x.query ('fantasy/player/team') -- works SELECT @x.query ('/fantasy/player/team') -- works SELECT @x.query ('/fantasy/player/team/') -- Msg 9341, Level 16, State 1, Line
20 Kvery (request): Syntax error It's important to understand that XPath is moving around the entire document. It will always return every item that fits the path. It will also always return them in the same manner as they are in the document. It's what throws relational people. Unlike relational data, the order position of the elements matters
in XML. FYI: Attributes is a different story. In pure realm XML, the order of attributes is maintained. In the world of S'L servers, XML S'L doesn't guarantee the order of attributes when requesting data types. Let's say you're only interested in one team that Buster Posey plays for. We have to filter out those elements that we don't care about
through the predicate. This predicate is placed after the path element is filtered in brackets. This predicate may be an orderly position, a comparison of equality/inequality, or a number of other options. Because we know that order matters to XML, let's first look at the order position. If you know that Posey is in the third player element in the
document; it's quite true to pass the XPath statement like this: SELECT @x.query ('/fantasy/player/team') give me all the elements of the team that are the children of the player elements who are the third element of the player down, who are the children of the fantasy root There is only one element of the team that meets this path: the
Giants/gt;team/team/gt; another preventor can be used to get a player. S'L people get thrown the q. In TS'L it's a variable clearer, but in XPath it's a cut for attribute. SELECT @x.query ('/fantasy/player'@PositionC/team') The result of this query is the same as above. The Giants. However, we have come to this result by taking a different
path. Give me all the elements of the team that are the kids of the players items that have the attribute Positions equal to C, which are children of fantasy root It is a good time to note that XPath is sensitive to the case. Position and position are two different words. One doesn't matter to the other. Anytime you get unexpected results from
XPath, check the case. now, let's say you don't want a command element. Do you want the text внутри &lt;/eof&gt; &lt;/eof&gt; Element. You can do this with text() provided under the XPath standard. Let's try this previous query again, this time with text () function. SELECT @x.query ('/fantasy/player'@PositionC/team/text ()') give me the
text contained in the team elements that are children of player elements that have an attribute of position equal to C, which are children of fantasy root Result is now simple: Giants Data Type and Value () Method When you run the above request in SSMS you should notice that it is highlighted in blue as well as the snippets. Although the
return result is a single line without a markup, it is still an XML type. If you want the result to come back as another value, you can throw it, but the S'L server provides a better way. XML data type value method. Unlike the query method, which always returns the sequence to use the value method, you have to build your XPath so as to
satisfy the S'L server that the returned data is a singleton. The value method also requires a second parameter that allows you to specify the type of value data that will be returned. SELECT @x.value ('(((/fantasy/player)@PositionC/team/text ()) , 'varchar (50)') AS TeamName To meet the monochrome requirement I attach a statement
xpath in ( ) and then add a predicate that says I only want a serial position. This is roughly equivalent to using the top 1st designer in a favorite statement. Attribute value is also important to note that the value method is the only way to get the attribute value. To get the position of the first player, for example: -- this code works SELECT
@x.value (''(fantasy/player/@Position)','varchar (5)'- - this code produces a select error @x.query ('fantasy/player'1'/@Position') Msg 2396, Level 16, State 1, Line 27 X-quire (request): Attribute cannot appear outside of the AXIS element (evil ?? ) Hopefully so far it's all been pretty straight forward. Unfortunately, this is where things get
more complicated; also where most people give up XPath. Let's say you want a team that Posey plays for, but you don't know the order position of the player element and don't know any unique values of the player's attributes, as in previous examples. You have to understand XPath enough at the moment to be able to move on to the
player's name element using the predicate of the text ()Buster Posey. The question is to; how to get from there to the element of the team of brothers and sisters under the same element of the player? XPath provides the ability to navigate the path and then set a reference point known as an axis and then move elsewhere using that point
as a reference. SELECT @x.query (' /fantasy/player/name'text)Buster Posey/. () ') The request above uses the axis.. which is an abbreviation for the parent axis. Xpath Xpath various axis variants, including references to brother, ancestor, descendant, etc.  Check the XPath standard document for all AXes supported by Microsoft in the S'L
server. Stepping right to left give me the text value that is contained in the elements of the team that are the children of any element that is the parent of an element named qlt;- AXIS that has text equal to Bustery, which are the children of the player elements that are the children of the root of the fantasy Force XML is its support for semi-
structured data, flexibility and support for the cross-platform, rather than its ease of navigation.  I doubt this post has made you a fan of XPath.  I hope I at least clarified the concept a bit.  We'll build from here in the next post.  You can also go back to the master post of this series. Series. xpath query sql server 2012. xpath query sql server
example. sql server xpath query xml column. sql server xml xpath query. sql server xpath query with namespace. sql server xpath query attribute value. sql server select xpath query. sql server xpath query performance
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